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Mr. Holman
No. 442

29th April,

FROM BUCITEE ST TO2 7 'N OFFICE
BRIT ISH MIDDLE E AST

OFFICE, CAIRO
JE RUSALEM
BUDAPEST

D . 10.05

1947.

a.m.

R. 1.40 pipm.

C

29th April,

29th April,

?r /

My telegram No. 419: illegal Jewish immigration.

From. a letter to Jacobson, which was by chance inter-
cepted by a member of my staff, I learn that the mass
moveme nt of Jews from Roumania into Hungary en route for
Palestine has assumed such proportions that the Hungarian
Government has informed the Budapest representative of the
saerican Joint Distribution Committee that its Ministry of
Social Velfare will cease to assist new arrivals of Jews
as it has done in the past and that the Ministry of the
Interior has been instructed to take measures to arrest
and return to Roumania any Jews found entering Hungary
from Roumania without proper travelling documents and visas.

2. There are over 5,OuO Jews concentrated in Satu-Mare,
Gr adea, -rad and Timisoara, en route for Hungary, who are
affected by this Hungarian order. The A.J.D.C. ard
Jewish Community Council are making efforts to maintain
their homes and some have already arrived in Bucharest on
their way back.

3. The Jewish Agency representative and President of the
Zionists in Roumania have both addressed letters of protest
to sponsors of this mass movement, chief of which is
Revisionist Group, calling upon them to stop this movement
of Jews out of Roumania which they say will bring about a
chaotic situation and will compromise Jewish prospects in
obtaining a [gp. undec. ? reasonable] increase in immigration
quota to Palestine.

4. In
Groza is
order.

this c
to be

onnexion I an informed on fair
asked to press the Hungarians

authority that
to rescind this

See
Budape st.

my immediately following telegram not repeated
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Foreign Office please pass
Cairo, Jerusalem, and Budapest,
18 ard 58 respectively.

to Middle East Office,
as my telegrams Nos. 6,

[Repeated to British Middle East Of fice and
Budapest and copies sent to Colonial Office
Telegraph Section for repetition to Jerusalem. )
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Registry
No. E 3612/48/31

Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

Restricted.

Open.

From:
Mr. Baxtero

kf frA(O

7
FOREIGN OFFICE, 8.W.l.

9th May, 1947.

I enclose iopt of Bucharest telegram

A.J.D.C. 's representation

u will notice that the Commhnist

Se et.Police are reported to have refused

travelling facilities to Jacobson, a member

of the A.J.D.C. who is said always to have

opposed overt collaboration with Extremists,

in favour of Klarman, a Rev niet. This

suggests that the Rev nists are actively

supported by the Communists.

When ur proposals about the transfer

to I.R.O. of the I..'s responsibilities

under the Paris Agreement, this information

may possibly enable you to point out to the

Americans that the logical consequence/ of

allowing the A.J.D.C. to have funds from .

reparations would be the strengtheni-g-of

Bxtremist elements. In view of the present

U.S. attitude towards Communism you may find

this a helpful talking point.
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DEPARTMENTAL

FROM BUCHARES3T TO FOREIGN OFFICE

EAST OFFICE

JERUSALEM
Mr Horan
29n April 1947 D. 11.55.a.m. 29th April

R. 3.15.p.m.29th April

X :X:X:

%r (

Secret.

My immediately preceding telegram and your telegram
No: 734 of 194t_6. Mr. KlJarman.Letter already quoted
also alleges that very heavy pressure is being brought
to bear upon the head off ice- 5f the American Joint
Distribution Committee in New York and upon its European
representative in Paris, Mr. 3chwartzs, to ppoint
Mr. Klarman as A.J.).C . representat ive in Roumania in
place of Jacobson, a Unitea. states National who has
always opposed overt collaboration with extremists.

2. I further learn from representatives of Jewish
agency in Roumania that Zionist organisation and Jewish
aency in Roumania are much exercised at the prospect
of the appointment of this revisiois' as A.J.D.C.
representative here whic would me n that he would. control
the very important fundamental distribution in Roumania
for relief maintainence and rehabilitation of the Jews.
It would also mean that die would in fact, dictate the
immigration policy hitherto handled by Jewish agency.

I

l

3. Both the Jewish agency and the Zionist Committee
here are so perturbed at the prospect of this appointment,
which they find extremely embarrassing at the present and
pote ially threatening for the future, that they have
sent i&. Costescu, an influential Jew connected both with
A.J.D.C. and. Doctor Filderman to Paris to oppose the
project which apparently is strongly favoured by New York.

4. Communist Secret Police at Bucharest refused
travelling facilities to Mr. Jacobso e1in spite
of strong intervention y n e ates political
represenLative.

Foreign Office please
Office Cairo and Jerusalem as my
respectively.

pass to British
telegrams 7 and

Middle
19

and copies
repetition

[Repeated to British Middle East Office Cairo
sent to Telegraph Section Colonial Office for
to Jerusalem.]
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The Chancery,
Wqshington.

From:
Eastern Dept.

/s ^
OUT FILE 1
FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W.l.

.9',ti May, 1947,

9

Dear Chancery,

We enclose a copy of Bucharest

telegram No. 443 about/A.J.D.C.'s

representation in Rumania.

You will notice that the Communist

Secret Police are reported to have refused

travelling facilities to Jacobson, a

member of the A.J.D.C. who is said always

to have opposed overt collaboration with

the Extremists, in favour of Klarman, a

Rev nist. This suggests that the
Si

Rev onists are actively supported by the

Communists and the information may

possibly be of use to you as a talking

point with U.S. officials, in view of the

present U.S.attitude towards Communism.

Yours ever,

EASTERN DEPARTMENT.
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0 " - FOREIGN FFICE,
.I .1.

fith May, 1947.

(E 3612/48/31)

confidently

Dear Chancery,

We enclose a copy of Bucharest
telegram No. 443 about the A.J.D.C.b
representation in Roumania.

You will notice that the
- Qommunist secret Police are

reported to have refused travelling
facilities to Jacobson, a member
of the A. . D.. who is said
always to have opposed overt
collaboration with the Extremists,
in favour of Klarman, a Revisionist.
This suggests that the Revisionists
are actively supported by the
Communists and the information
may possibly be of use to you -as
a talking point with United States
officials, in view of the present
United States attitude towards
C ommunism.

Yours ever,

EA TERN DEPARTMENT.
The Chancery,

British Embassy,
Washingt on.
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i MAY J4
BRITISH E3ASSY,

ATHEN.

x/93/47 23rd April 1947.

4Y
E.

Dear Department,

With reference to Foreign Office telegram No. 725 about

the illegal immigration of Jews into Palestine, you will by now have

received a copy of the Note No. 127 which, as instructed, the

Ambassador addressed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs on the

1st April. You will also have seen M. Tsaldarist s reply to that

Note, and our rejoinder thereto, in which ve have again requested

the cancellation of registration of the three vessels named in

your telegram under reference. We are now writing to you in

order to pass on a considerable amount of infonnation on the

shipping side of the Jew traffic, which has been compiled by

H.M. Consul at Piraeus. We enclose several extracts from his

reports from which you will see that certain Greek shipping circles

appear to be extremely heavily mixed up in the trade.

In paragraph 3 of your telegram No. 606 of the l5th. March,

you told us that you would be telegraphing particulars of me6hods

for checking this illegal traffic which we might suggest to the

Greek Government. We should be glad to know whether we could now be

informed of these methods, and whether there is anything useful that

we can do on the basis of such information as has been supplied by

Piraeus; we should also be grateful if you could reply at the same

time to the request for guidance in our letter /49/47 of 21st

February. We do not consider that it is of any use to continue

making representations to the Greeks in general terms, as such

approaches simply produce yet another rather fulsome Note promising

every co-operation. So many Greeks (among them, no doubt, Government

officials) appear to be mixed up in this business, that we do not

really believe that it is ever going to be possible to get the

Greek Government to take effective preventive steps. Definite and

detailed suggestions as to how they can help should, however, hold

out more hope of success; we therefore hope that you will be able

to instruct us in detail as to what we should do, as you have already

done in the particular case of the three ships named in your

telegram No. 725.

Apart from this, we presume that any information we can

provide should be reported to you in order that there may be some

chance of arresting immigration vessels upon their arrival in

Palestinian waters.

Yours ever,

CHANTCERY.

The Eastern. Department,
Foreign Office,
S.W.l.
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EXTRACTS FROM- RORTS BY H.M. CONSUL AT PIRAEUS.

15th March1947.

xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxXxxxxxx

Since getting back I have noted a considerable increase

in the nunfber of craft in Piraeus whose presence cannot normally

be accounted for. rlhere are runours in the cafes and amongst

the fishing population that many of these craft are the so-called

Palestinian Fleet.

I have not taken any s teps to check this up but during

a short walk round the area from the Customs to the end

Naval College, the following craft were noted:

Vessel. Registered_ Type

Teti
No Name
Kalamara
Commando
No Name
Nisyros
Juanm
No Name
No Name
1o Name (3.3)
No Name

Taaoussac
No Name
Anna Maria
No Name
Evange listria

ex Frigate
Steam Yacht

Panama
t

Greek
Panama
No flag
Panama

it

No flag

ft I

It It

it ft

Greek

Motor Yacht
Steam Yacht

It II

ex Corvette
Steam Yacht
ex Escort vessel

ex M;M.S.
Mine- sweeper
ex M.I.S,
ex Fairmile ML.
ex M.M).S.

f f t 1f

I have not included in the list any of the craft at the
t ~

top end of the harbour nor those

and at Perama - all refitting.

XXXXXXX. XXxxxxx xxxxxxx

22nd March 1947.

'XXXXXX) x X.XX xxxxxxx

The s.s. "Cairo" which was flying the Palestinian flag

(registered in Haifa) and plying between Marseilles, Alexandria and

Piraeus, has now been placed under Panamanian flag.

The change took place on or about the 15th March in

Haifa, when the ship called there.

T1 e real owners of this ship are Messrs. John Livanos

Ltd., Stone House, Bishopsgate, London EC..2, but they have one

or two Panamanian Companies under their control. It is not

knovn which of these Companies has now become the nominal owner

of the "Cairo".

xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx

/22nd March 1947

.

Refitting

Idleit

Refittingft

Idle
RefittingIf

Idleit

RefittingI

St ripping

Refitting

of the

tit

known to be lying in St. GeorgeTsba
14 --

I .

xxrxxacxxc
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22nd March 1947.

xxxxxx xxxxxxx

Maris and ounaris of Megaron Economoug owners of the

Panamanian "Euthalia" which is plying between Marseilles/Alexandria/

Piraeus, have now Durchased another vessel of the s ame type and have

given her the name "Laconia".

She arrived here on the 20th March, 1947, and seven of the

crew were British and four Portuguese. All eleven have been shipped

by the s.s. "Euthalia" to Marseilles on the 21st March, 1947.

The ship is nominally registered as the property of the

Meshades Societe Anoniia of Panama. She is a corvette of 196' x 30'

and can do about 16 knots. She can accommodate 200 passengers 'tweendecks,

but without sleeping accommodation.

xxXXXXX

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx
EXXXX

8th A-ril197.

I pass this information - sources reliable. I have not been

able, with my limited means, to obtain names and particulars of the

Jewish Group.

I understand, however, it is the same in every case and a

gentleman who has been very active, takes a prominent part in. Greek

War Relief. I also understand that there are three American Jews who

have established a HQ in Piraeus where material, stores, etc., is being

purchased, collected and tored.

I have no details beyond the fact that the above organisation

is reported to be in existence.

With reference to the Maris Group; my informant's information

is that the corvette conversions, together with purchase price, is

being financed by sources outside the Company, but that the Company is

obtaining enough pickings to be hoping, eventually, to finance the yachts
_±'ne-corv.w ie"" r l X r e

which they apparently will be keeping.

The members of the company are reported, individually and

collectively, completely without scruples and ready to make money, provided

there is no personal risk attached.

XXXXX2xxx

Firm of IT. Maria and D m.0 aisPiraeus.

Senior Partner:

Nicholas Maria, at present lives at:

66 Dudley Court,
Uper Berkeley Street, W.1.

Is about 65 years of age, dropsical and has angina pectoris. He

/appears to

2XXXxxx

xXXXXXX

The corvettes going se-G V1 .

xxxxxx



-3-

appears to have, or at least, to control all the money in the

firm. His source of wealth is difficult to account for as in 1938
he was Master-owner of one very ancient Greek tranp steamer. This

was frequently repaired by Messrs. _Grayton, Rollo and Clower Docks,

Liverpool where Mr. Caipbell will be able, to give a full account of

the condition of Maris's finances.

2. Demetrius Gounaris,
9 Grande Bretagne Street, Piraus.

About 50 years of age and is the active partner controlling ships'

movements, freights, etc., in Greece. Gives no indication of having

very much money or influence and is unable to take even minor

decisions without consulting Maris.

There is a solicitor in Athens, a Mr. Phalangis, who claims to

be a nephew of Maris, who takes an active interest in the firms

affairs as if he were some kind of partner. He has described

himself as a Director.

A Mr. Poponikelaga, who is married to Maris' daughter and was

Secretary to the late King George of the Hellenes has been described

by Maris as a Director. He is at present resident in Athens.

Michael Maris, the eldest son of Maris, who was a naval officer

in the Hellenic Navy during the war, is also a director. He is 33

years of age, clever, quite unscrupulous, but is allowed to take

no decisions without consulting his father. He will inherit his

father's interests.

Vessels:

The Company own 4 ex-corvettes and 3 ex-steam yachts.

1. The ex-Canadian Corvette "Baddek" was converted to a passenger-

cum-cargo vessel in 1946 by Cork Dockyard Ltd., Rushbrooke, Eire.

Completed in November 1946. She is now- called "Efthalia", carries

110 passengers and has 22,000 cubic feet cargo space. Since her

arrival in Greece in December194G, she has been running to Alexandria,

Beirut, Haifa, Genoa and Marseilles. Was converted to British

Corporation recommendations and B.O.T. passenger requirements.

Has been run since December without any attempt at maintenance and

Maris now talks of selling her, having been offered £50 000 by some

persons unknown. This ship, despite initial care to mace her a first-

class vessel, is a likely candidate for the Jewish Immigrant traffics

She is due to return from Marseilles, arriving Piraeus about the

12th April.

2. The ex-British corvette "Anchusa", now called "Andrea" has just

been completed by Cork Dockyard and is due to sail 10th April for

the Mediterranean. This vessel has been adapted to carry 52 more

passengers than "Efthalia" and the saame cargo space. She has NOT

been put up to B.O.T. for examination and certificate, but has been

classed with B.C.

3. Ex-British corvette "Fritillary", now undergoing conversion by

Cork Dockyard and to be called "Macedonia" is being converted as

"Andrea" above, and should be complete for sailing to Mediterranean

in June, 1947. /4.Ex Bitish
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4 BrExB 'itish Corvette "alisma"j now called "Laconia" has come out

fromTilford Haven as she lay, and is at present lying in Piraeus.

Various lans of conversion have been suggested but none yet decided

on.is plsso is a very likely candidate for the Jew-run3ning stakes,
on. This vesselit to see why she should have been brought here for

version en materialcosts are so much higher and material supply

so much more uncertain then in the U.K. or Eire.

"LadyBlnche" now called "Amarinthia", now being painted
*d Ex-yacht ad a.otiations are being conducted to have

this vessel transferred fromr.anananiaP s to Greek registry for passenger

trade among the reek Ilands. It seems fairly certain, in view of

this, that the vessel would be retained for this legitimate trade.

6 Ex-yacht "Lorna" (now "Thessalia") towed- f.rom Gibraltar by e Laconia ;

6 "es E- tnto s ote rryrepair boiler (diich has been
,essed intetons tot e -. orrst eo ruas "Amar- inthia"

condemned- by Lloyd-t y). e eai r sup ers t rc ture, and- run ass mrntna

above.

7 An ex-yacht, 'fow called "Gortynia', now lyingat almouth waiting

favourable weather to come out to Greece.

All the vessels are under Paanamanian flag.

Reference 4 above; one of the conversion plans called for was

for the ship torry 3,000 passengers. 
This figure seems extraordinary,

for shiorm tates tha was all out of p proportion to anything
but my informally carry. The other conversion for passengers was as

per sh ad2 but that carol space should be ventilated.

,per. Ships lad,,bu.ha.arospc.

Decision has not yet been taken as to vnich conversion is to be

carried out.

t'



1. ss "Cyrienia" - at present Panamanian flag. Owners Panayotis
Yaninoulatos and Athanassios Manuelides. Passenger ship. Is
being ,repaired by boilermaker Nikolaos Gouzouazis, a nationalist.
Will be put on the Piraeus, .lexandria, Lemissos, Beirut, Haif a
line.

Will remain under Panamanian Flag owing to age limit of craft.

2. ss "Juan" - at present Panamanian flag. Owner Evanghelos Toyas.
Passenger vessel. Is being repaired by boilermaker Michael
Armenaid.s, a nationalist and counsellor of the Royalist Union.

This vessel will b e put under Greek Flag and is to go on an

Interior Line under the name of "Moschanthi".

3. ss "Alesandra" (Corvette ) - Panamanian flag. Owners Goulandris
Brothers. Passenger vessel. Is being repaired by engineer
Pandelis Karonis, a nati analist accused of collaboration with
the Germans. Is to be put on an Interior Line and therefore
reverts to Greek Flag.

4. ss "Veste" - Owners three natives of Oassos. Was salvaged at
the mouth of Corinth Canal. Passenger vessel. Is being repaired
by engineer Alexandros Poutos, a nationalist, and is to be sold
to the same Italian Company to which it previously bdonged and
which offered the owners £10,000 over the price at which it was
originally purchased.

5. ss"isyrs" Panamanian flag. Owner Nikilaos Kavalliotis of
the Dodecannese. Passenger vessel. Will be put on Exterior
Line, Piraeus, Lemissos, Beirut, Haifa.

6. ss "Elioupolis" - Panamanian flag. Is to be put under Greek flag.

Owners Tyoaldo Bros., whose agents are the Naos Corpania de
Tapoles (?) Passenger vessel. Is being repaired by boilermaker

Nikolaos Gouzouazis.

7. ss "Commando" - Panamanian flag. 0 wner Charalambos Pateras.

Has been sold to Jewish interests.

8. ss "Kalamara-Pireefs" - was requisitioned by Coastwise Line
and working on Interior Line. Has now been purchased by Jewish
interests.

9. ss "Komninos" Master Nikitas Capotas. Agents "Anonymos Eteria
Genikon Naftikon Ergassion". This vessel is on the Exterior Line,
i.e., Piraeus, Alexandria, Beirut, Haifa and is alleged to be
smuggling Jews to Palestine.

10. ss "Urania".. Panamanian flag. Owners Armenakis. Passenger vessel.
Was repaired by engineer George Serafis a month ago and left for

Italy. Chartered by Jews for Palestine. It ran aground, however,
and is being towed bask to Greece.

11. zz "Efxinos" (petrol-driven craft) Tonnage 100 tons. Owner
vang helos Roussos, a Lt-Commander R.H.N.V.R. Master Stanatios

Ypetzoglou. This vessel is alleged to be making arrangements
to smuggle Jews. It is reported that she is clearing for

Alexandria but is to collect parties from various islands and
make a dash for it. Date of departure not known. As she is a
petrol-driven craft it should not be difficult to ascertain when
she starts .bunkering.
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EASTERN <7/

Parliamentary Question
32. Major Tufton Beamish,-To ask the. Secretary of State for Foreig.Affairs,.if he will

state the outline of the recently discovered plan for the illegal emigration of about,
12'5;00"Jews from the U.S. zone of Germany to- Palestine and say wh etysteps 'have

been-taken, and will be-taken, in conjunction-with' the U.S authbrities tosto ,thi 1 n

being put into effect. [Monday 28th"April.]

Fp3659
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I have consulted the Coloniat-ffice
about this question. They have some ex-
perience of Major Tufton Beamish, and have
found that he is not always accurate in his
facts. It would seem that the "recently
discovered plan" to which he refers is con-
nected with a statement made bygoews-se

Sernstein, who has said that

there w oul e a mass exodus of Jews from
Germany to Palestine.

I suggest the attached reply.

24th April, 1947.

J /

ii
U

2 51 .

Jews, U.S. Zone

74. Major Beamish asked the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs if he will state

the outline of the recently discovered plan

for the illegal emigration of about 125,000

Jews from the U.S. zone of Germany to

Palestine and say what steps have been

taken, and will be taken, in conjunction

with the U.S. authorities, to stop this plan

being put into effect.

Mr. Mayhew: My right hon. Friend is

not aware that any plan of this nature

has recently been discovered.
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Minutes.

Mr. Heppel-

The statement by Mr. Bernstein mentioned by

the Colonial Office took the form of a press

conference at which the speaker stated that

125,000 Jews from Europe were on the march 
to

Palestine. Mr. Bernstein is the Adviser on

Jewish Affairs to the Commander of the U. S. Zone

of Germany. It is not of course certain that

Major Tufton-Beamish is referring to this

press conference; but it looks as if he may be.

As regards our representations to the

United States Government, we have continued to

press these but have not got much change out of

the State Department. This question is dealt

with in another P. Q. for answer to-day on the
subject of press reports that the Major of New

5 York had sponsored a drive to secure nearly

£2 million for illegal immigration and terrorism

in Palestine.

(J.G.S. Beith)

2 28th April, 1947.
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Jews, U.S. Zone

74. Major Beamish asked the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs if he will state
the outline of the recently discovered plan
for the illegal emigration of about 125,000

Jews from the U.S. zone of Germany to
Palestine and say what steps have been
taken, and will be taken, in conjunction
with the U.S. authorities, to stop this plan
being put into effect.

Mr. Mayhew: My right hon. Friend is
not aware that any plan of this nature
has recently been discovered.
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[This telegram is of particular ac ioad -sbould be

retained by the authorized recipient and not passed on]

Cypher/OTP CAETDIBUTIN

TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Duff

Ti y

Cooper

1947.

D. 6.x5 p.m. 1st

R. 10.15

May 1947.

p.m. 1st May 1947

/

Your telegramNo. 672.

Illegal Jewish immigration.

We have arranged with Ministry of Foreign Affairs

that talks shall open on 12th May. They note that you

will be sending four experts and they will produce

representatives of the Ministry of the Interior 
and of

the Department of Merchant Marine. Meanwhile His

Ma jesty's Minister will be in London 5th to 8th May, and

will be available for consultation.

2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs noticed that you

had announced these talks in the Press. They beg that

no further publicity should be given since these talks,
to which they have agreed on their own responsibility,
were not specifically authorised by the Council of

Ministers. (Incidentally from our own point of view it
is surely desirable not to let the organisers of illicit

traffic know exactly what measures are being taken).

3. As regards your paragraph 2 Monsieur Bousquet

agreed that when occasion arises, member of His Majesty'

Embassy shall be allowed to see visa documents provided

again there is no publicity and the arrangement is re-

garded as informal.

. French could not4
of Life at Sea Convention h
the case of the "Guardian",
ample room for improvement.
be pressed in the talks and
w may have some practical
the measures offered by the
fact been applied.

seriously contend that Safety
ad been strictly applied in
and are aware that there is
This is a point which can

by the time these are held
experience of how seriously
French Government have in
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Registry
No.E. 3677/48/G.

T t.C,

Draft.

The Ch cery,

AICGO

(from Eastern
Department)

FOREIGN

&IL May,

OFFICE, S.W..

1947.
'1 ,J

Please refer to our telegram

No. 249 aboutJewish illegal immigration

traffic. We note from your telegrams

Nos. 288 and 338 that Turkish law makes

it difficult for the local authorities to

take any action to cancel the registry

or prevent the sailing of such ships.

We have suggested to other posts

that they should base their representations

to foreign governments on the provisions

of the International Convention for the

Safety of Life at Sea 1929 and the

International Convention respecting Load

Lines 1930 .,Unfortunately, Turkey is

not a signatory of these Conventions.

Nevertheless, we imagine it to be probable

that Turkish law contains some specific

provisions dealing with the loading and

sea-worthiness of their shipping. As

the normal practice of the or anisers of

this traffic is to )*tit the amount of

tonnage which they possess in order to

carry the maximum number of illegal

immigrants/
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usually

seaworthy.

that you should

advisers
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on this pointA"A

your local legal
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(E 3677/48/G) FOREIGN OFFICE, S. W. 1.

6th May, 1947.

Dear Chancery,

Please refer to our telegram No. 249 about the
Jewish illegal immigration traffic. We note from
your telegrams Nos. 288 and 338 that Turkish law Makes
it difficult for the local authorities to take any
action to cancel the registry or prevent the sailing
of subh ships.

We have suggested to other posts that they should
base their representations to foreign governments on
the provisions of the International Convention for
the Safety of Life at Sea 1929 and the International
Convention respecting Load Lines 193D0. Unfortunately,
Turkey is not a signatory of these Conventions.
Nevertheless, we imagine it to be probable that Turkish
law contains some specific provisions dealing with the
loading and sea-worthiness of their shipping. As the
normal practice of the organisers of this traffic is
to overload the limited amount of tonnage which they
possess in order to carry the maximum number of illegal
immigrants to Palestine, their ships are usually
over-crowded, overloaded and unseaworthy. We suggest,
therefore, that you should consult your local legal
advisers on this point and urge the Turkish authorities
to prevent shipping under their flag from being used in
these conditions.

Yours ever,

EASTERN DEPARTMENT.

The Chancery,
British Embassy,

Angora.
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy
retained by the authorised recipient and

Cypher/OTP.

and
not

should be
passed on]

CABINET DISTRIBUTION

TO FOR..IGN OFFICE

Mr. ' es.

Ist May,

D. 5,56 p.m.

R. 8.00
1947.

1st May,

p.m. 1st May,

Seor. 4" now ow - ow *

My telegram No.288.

Turkish ship engaged i i legal imigration traffic.

Further pressure on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
has elicited information that it is impossible under
Turkish law for ship's registration to be cancelled but
it seems that it might bepossible to take "administrative
action" which would prevent ship from leaving Turkish
waters.

I pressed for this to be
decision has yet been taken.

done but I fear that

1947.

1947.
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Cypher/OTP
2.DEPARTIMENTAL NO.

FROM BUCHARST TO FOREIGN OFFICE.

Mr. Holman.
No. 461

5th May

Repeated

D. 11.50
R. 3.25

a.m.
p*m M

1947

to: Jerusalem
B.M.E.0. Cairo.

Yv vV

aTL ('1(

Your telegram No. 407 repeating
[? grp. omitted] telegram No. 866 to

of State for Colonies.

Illegal

Message

1% '

Hig Comisio

High Co ssion
Secretary

imigrat ion Balkans.

begins. 4,.

You will have seen from my telegram No. 442

that the movement of this party of illegal
immigrants has been prevented for the moment by

Hungarian action. I propose therefore to take

no further action for the moment but I am watching

the situation closely.

Foreign Office please repeat to
B.M.E.0. Cairo as my telegramls Nos.

respectively.

[Repeated to B. M.E..0. Cairo].

Jerusalem and
21 and 8

[Copies sent to
Office for repetition

Telegraph Section
to Jerusalem].

Colonial

ci
h .

OV Ak "

5th
5th

1947.
1947.

May
May



INWARD TELEGRAM

f;/

Cypher (o.T.P.)

FROM PALNSFI air A. Cunniniam)

TO 3. O_ 1011.

Di. 28th
R. 28th

April,
11 19147.

No. 866 Top Secret.

Addressed
Repeated

to
to

tho S. ofi8.
3ucharest (s.

" British"i&ddiL

of So pleaso

East Offico

pass

(No.

as tng
596).-(corrupt

group).

Your talogram .'O
to Foreign offlico iSo. 419.

786 repoating Bucharost

Illogal in migration Balkan .

I trust all possible steps will be taken to prevent
departure for Palestino of this party of illegal inigrat,
particularly since thoy are said to bo Revisionists or
Revisionist syrmpathiser9 and may, therefore, be presumed' to
include a substantial number of persons who willj ointorrorist
organisation on arrival in Palestine if they are not members
of such " organizations already

(Copies to Cypher Room, Foreign
for repetition to Bucharest).

Office,

Diistrl u eT~
M.S.25
secretary of State
air T.. Lloyd
Mr1. I. Thomas
gr. Martin
Sir D. Harris

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.

Trafford Smith
1Mathieson
Higham
Bennett
E astwood
31gg.
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2nd May, 1947.

My dear Hennike , ,

I enclose a minute which the
Foreign Secretary may care to send
to the. Prime Minister reporting
the result of this morning's
discussion about illegal immigration
into Palestine.

I should be most grateful
if you would let me know when the
Foreign Secretary sends off this
minute and whether he decides /to
alter it.

Yours sincerely,

.. E .C . Hennd ker-Major., E]sij.,
Private Secretary to the

Secretary of State,
Foreign Office.

,

t
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2nd May, 1947.

My dear Hennike, c-
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G;R.

PRIME MINISTER

At yesterday's meeting of the Cabinet (C.M.(47) 42nd

Conclusions, Minute 3) I was invited to consider with the

Ministers concerned the proposal advocated by the Colonial

Office and supported by the Foreign Office that His Majesty's

ships should be authorised to arrest on the high seas any

illegal immigrant ship whose flag state had agreed to

interception.

2. I discussed this proposal with the Minister of Defence,

the Secretary of State for the Colonies, the First Lord of

the Admiralty and the Minister of Transport this morning,

and we all agreed that, for the reasons put forward on behalf

of the Admiralty at yesterday's Cabinet, it would be unwise

to adopt it.

3. We all felt that it was essential that energetic

action should be taken to stop the embarkation of illegal

immigrants and we welcomed your decision that an Official

Inter-departmental Committee should be set up at once to

co-ordinate action in dealing with the problem of illegal

immigration and, in particular, to consider all possible

methods by which the traffic might be stopped at source.

We also thought that one of the tasks of this Committee

should be to collect evidence showing the extent to which

the illegal traffic was being fostered in the United States

in order to strengthen my hand in making representations to

the United States Government.

4. I suggest that it might be convenient for the work

of the Official Committee to be supervised by a small group

of the Ministers most immediately concerned meeting

informally under my chairmanship, on the understanding that

-1-



G R.

we would refer to the Cabinet or the Deefene Committee,

as the case might be, any questions requiring consideration

by one or other of these bodies.

5. I should add that meanwhile I anm taking special steps

to see whether we cannot stop the embarkation of illegal

immigrants in the "President JWarfield", which .i.s reported

to be in Genoa.

MAY, 1947.

-2-



PRIME MINISTER.
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illegal immigrants and we welcomed your deci ion

that an Offietal Iater-departmental Comitt e

should be set up at once to co-ordinate action in

dealing with the problem of illegal itnigration

and, in particular, to consider all possible- methods

by which the traffic might be stopped at source.

We also thought that one of the tasks of this

Committee should be to collect evidence showing the

extent to which the illegal traffic was being

fostered in the United States in order to strengthen

my hand in ing representations to the United

States Governmeat.

4. I suggest that it might be convenient for the

work of the Official Comittee to be supervised

by a small group of the Ministers most imediately

concerned meeting informally under my chamanship,

on the understanding that we would refer to the

Cabinet or the Defence Comittee, as the Case might

be/



AU

be, a iy questions requi rg consideration
by one or other of these b;d.es,

5. 1 should add that meanwhile I am taking
special steps to see whether we cannot stop
the emabrkation of illegal immirants in the
"President Warfield", wiach is reported to
be in Genoa,

(Sd.) ERNEST BEVIN

2nd l4ay,I17.
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EASTERN

Parliamentary Question
Major Tufton Beamish,-To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, what

arrangements have been made to counter Zionist plans for the illegal emigration of
Jews from= Europe to Palestine ; which countries have been asked to co-operate in
these arrangements; which countries have agreed to co-operate fully ; and which
countries have either refused to co-operate or offered only partial co-operation.

* t.,. %"" ""_

111
6

IY. . .

If we : were to reply to Major Tufto
Bearnish's question in full, we should hav
to write the longest note on Jewish illeg
immigration yet prepared. It is of cour
out of the question to go into the detail
required by Major Beamish, if only becaus
the publication of the measures we are
taking would greatly help the organisers
of the illegal immigrant traffic in their
work.

Draft reply attached.

n
e
a

s
e

l
e

CAo

(J.G.S. Beith)

3rd May, 1947.
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(Monday 5th May.]
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23. Major Tufton Beamish asked the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs what
arrangements have been made to counter
Zionist plans for the illegal emigration of
Jews from Europe to Palestine; which
countries have been asked to co-operate
in these arrangements; which countries
have agreed to co-operate fully; and which
countries have either refused to co-operate,
or offered only partial co-operation.

Mr. McNeil: It would clearly lessen the
efficiency of the measures taken against
illegal immigration of Jews into Palestine
if these measures were made public, but I
hope the hon. and gallant Gentleman will
accept my assurance that the measures are
vigorous, extensive and varied in
character.

Major Beamish: Will the Minister say
whether the arrangements are effective?

Mt. McNeil: To some degree.

Mr. Anthony Nutting: Can the
Minister say what is the use of asking
Governments, such as has been done in
the case of Italy, to stop the emigration
of Jews to Palestine while taking no
steps, or, at least, very few steps, to see
that organisations such as U.N.R.R.A.
do not. encourage. Jewish emigration to
Palestine through such countries?

Mr. .McNeil: I could not accept the
assumption made by. the hon. Gentle-
man, but he may be quite sure that we
are in close contact with the Italian
Government in connection with the
many difficulties involved.

. Mr. Nutting: Obviously, the Italians
do not want these Jews in Italy, and if
they are dumped on them, surely, the
Minister must realise that they are only
too anxious to get them out..



Draft reply
to P.Q. No. 13.

Major Tueton Beamish.
2nd May, 1947.

31v

I do not onsider that it womid be

appropriate o desirable to make public

the measures o His Majesty's Government

to prevent the i egal immigration of Jews

into Palestine or e representationswhich

they have made to for ign governments on the

subject. I can assure the Honorable

and Gallant Member that ev ything possible

is being done.
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SEC R E T

Tiphone Nos.BOX No. 500,
1ENT 6050. ~.50

WWTEHALL 6789. ]PARLIAIMENT STREET B.O.

' tvi LOIDON, S.W.1.

SP. 215/3/ B. 3.a/ES.
30th April 1947.

- Dear

The following account of illegal Jewish activit~ { CZECH-

TESCIEhN district may be of interest to you.

The Jewish community of CZECH-TESCImi is reported to be actively

engaged in assisting Jews to escape from Poland and Hungary and in the

smuggling of goods over the Czech-Polish border. Illegal Jewish refugees

are provided with forged passports and papers, and young Jews are

organised to help in smuggling them through to Germany, France and Italy

en route for Palestine.

The activities of the TESCIEN Jewish community are financed from

a special Jewish National Fund in PAGUE by a certain BOCK, who is head

of the whole Jewish community of Czechoslovakia, and whose H.Q. is at

Maislova Str. 18, PRAGUE. I. Members of the TESCHEIT Jewish organisation

include the following:-

Mr. ERTIER R-SIN .
2 brothers FIGVIAUM
Mr. KAUSENSTOCK & 2 sisters

Mr. AMSTERDAM
Mr. ADLER
Josef TELTER
Miss PISIEThIER & sister
Messrs. PILLER (3-4. brothers & cousin).

One of the most active and dangerous of the above-mentioned is

reported to be Miss FISIEBE32R, who is employed in a small sweetshop in

Stalina Str. 16, CZECH-TSCI hIT, run by another woman who is engaged in

similar activities. Miss FISIERER's sister works in the next town, through

which the escaping Jews also pass.

The PITLER brothers and cousin are described as the most dangerous

amongst the men, one of the brothers being stationed at TITRIN, where he is

a leader of the Jewish underground organisation. Source gives the address

of a hiding-place where illegal Jewish refugees are to be found as

Vitkova Str. 13, CZECH-TESCH1T.

The principal interest in this is the mention it makes of

Mr. AJSTERD&. He is presumably identical with Alfred AMSTERDAM of Koci 18,

PRESSBURG, a known contact of Arthur PIER @ BEN ZWI, an Austrian Jew

journalist representing PALCOR and various other Palestinian news agencies

in Austria, Germany and the mid-European countries. PIER has for some time

been an active member of the BRICHA organisation which, as you know, assists

Jews from Eastern Europe to reach European ports en route for Palestine.

PIER, who operates from Frankgasse 2, VD IOTA, controls the Austrian side of

this movement and also travels regularly to the U.S. Zone of Germany in this

/ connection.

J.G.S. Beith, Esq.,
Foreign Office.

J. Highaa, Esq. ,
Colonial Office.

Ma jor P. Telfer-iolett, M.C. ,
M..3(a), War Office.
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connection. Before arriving in Austria he lived at an agricultural

centre in Palestine, and is now hoping to become a Palestinian citizen.

His contact with MfSTERDMv ny well indicate that the TESCIEN group is

part of the BRICHA organisation.

At almost the same time as we received the TESCI-IEN report,

information was obtained on another Jewish organisation with which

AUSTERDi is connected. This is the "International Association for the

Assistance of ex-Concentration Camp Inmates and Refugees", based at

the Rothschild Hospital, VIEI'A. The Association has branches in

BRATISLAVA, PRAGUE and BUDAPEST, and a certain Jakub WEISS and Arthur PIER,

among others, are actively engaged on its behalf in transporting groups

of J ews into Austria, whence they presumably move to coastal areas. The

crossing of the Austro-Czech frontier is made at TMARCHEGG, DEV'ISKA,

NOVA VES and other small villages. The representative of the Association

in BRATISLAVA is Alfred AMSTERDALI, while PRAGUE and BUDAPEST are covered

by Friedl RAF;TI and by Dr. Alexander NATHAN respectively.

PATI is probably identical with ?riedl OFFI of Josef ska 7,
PRAGUE, a known BRICHA address. OFI has been known for some time as a

contact of PIER. If this identification is correct, it seems likely that
the International Association is yet another Jewish group either sponsored

by or closely collaborating with the BRICHA organisation.

Yours sincerely,

D.J. Scherr.

14
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FORE IGN OFFICE , S. '..'

13th May, 1947.

(E 3862/48/G)

Dear Robertson,

We receive a number.ri
reports from your department on
vari:Jus aspects of wishh illegal
Umsiigg~tiorn inteo gales tine. In
many cases these reports contain
informatiii n activities in a
particular country of countries,
which would obvioiaS be of great
interest to our Miss ion in the
country affected. Unfortunately
it is not always clear to us
whether or not the Mission has
already received thiS inforation
though it usually transpires that
they have.

It would greatly assist us
if, as a general rule, the
appropriate Missions could

receive

T. A. Robertson, Esq.,
.I.5.



receive such information direct
and this fact could be noted on
your letter to na as a matter of
routine.

~1t. S1h~

s _. A

'1

44-N/
(J G.w.Bith)
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9th May 1947

FROM! TEECIGALPA TO iOEI

D.5.0 p.n. 9th lay 147

R 2.5 " a . 10th May 194

4444

Your telegram Ni: 12 of April 50th. I

Illegal Jewish ammigration.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs ehas approved in

writing the record of our oeterations including g

Statement that agree3Ibat o e- ell ships under

the Hoduras flag

f;-~ LI E. u *
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The Embassy at Paris are of course very keen
that we should meet the French Government over
recruitment of German workers, and I know that Mr.
Ashley Clarke would wish Eastern Department to
support this telegram. It certainly is true that
the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs have been
suite forthcoming in our recent discussions on
illegal immigration. Unfortunately, they do not
control other Government departments. I feel tha
we can hardly press that satisfaction be given
quickly to the French Government over German.
workers at
of illegal
last, the

pre
imm

posi

sent. Later on, if French control
igration proves really effective at
tion will be quite different.

Beith)

17th May, 1947.
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DEPARTEI..E/ N, ,

FROM P'ARIS TO FoREIGN OFICE

dr. D f Cooper.

12th May,

Repeated

D: 1.10

1947,

to:

atm. 13th May,

a.m. 13th May ,

Berlin.

Foreign
No. 59.

Office please repeat to Berlin as my telegram

My immedia tely pre ceding islegram.

SECRET

Illegal Jewish immigration.

Atmosphere of meeting was decidedly friendly and I
consider thstFrench are prepared to make genuine effort
to help in checking this traffic. Scrutiny of visas of
ultinmte destination and strict eafarcement of safety of
life at sea regula tions which we had a already be en promised
combined [grp.undec. ? with] stoppage of irregular trains
entering French zones of Germany and. Austria should result
in greatly diminishing flew of illegal iiugrants through
France. [grp.undc.] measures which we managed to secure
though secondary should also contribute to this end.

2. It is essential however that we should co-,operate by
receiving back into our zones persons clandestinely entering
French zones from [grps.undoc.] persuading Americans to do
likewise.

3. Naturally French response to our demands is partly in-
spired by a lively sense of favours to come and I trust that
your instructions on subject of German labour will be such
as to enable us to clinch ma tter. I should emphasise that
much depends on manner in which French carry out these
measures. Some of them such as administrative delay of
ships in ballast are highly unofficial., But I believe that
French authorities especially those coming under Department
of Merchant Marine will in fact effectively carry them out.
They will be the more encouraged to do so if our response to
French requtirments over recruitment of labour is generous.

We agreed that there should be no publicity.

t4-1t>LRepeated to Berlin.]

1947.

1947.

MOST { IMDATrE

jo

CYPHER/0TP
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